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Abstract

In machines with weak memory consistency mod-
els, the ordering constraints on memory accesses are
few. In order to properly program these machines, cer-
tain powerful explicit synchronization instructions are
additionally provided by their architecture. We show
that although a solution to the critical section problem
(also referred to as the mutual exclusion problem) is
impossible without such powerful synchronization, cer-
tain versions of the producer/consumer problem can
be solved even in the weakest systems without the need
for any such powerful instructions. These instructions
are expensive, and avoiding their use is desirable for
better performance.

1 Introduction
The problem of process coordination has been ex-

tensively addressed in the context of sequential con-
sistency. However, modern multiprocessors present a
large variety of memory models that are anything but
sequentially consistent. Relaxed memory consistency
models increase the challenge of solving various coor-
dination problems. The relaxation of ordering con-
straints on memory accesses in these models makes
reasoning about concurrency a subtle and involved is-
sue. Process coordination problems are still more dif-
�cult if the description of the way processors interact
with memory is ambiguous, informal, or incomplete.

Algorithms that coordinate processes via critical
sections have long been known for sequentially con-
sistent systems [32, 23, 28, 31]. However, many
weaker memory models cannot provide this coordina-
tion through only read and write operations. There-
fore, multiprocessors come equipped with additional
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basic operations which make synchronization possi-
ble. The use of synchronization primitives, however,
incurs substantial additional execution time. So we
are motivated to keep the use of strong primitives to
a minimum. Hence we need to determine what kinds
of coordination problems can be solved on common
memory models using just read and write operations.

In earlier work we de�ned a formal framework for
specifying memory consistency models [18]. In this pa-
per, we use that formalism to address various process
coordination problems for some memory consistency
models where constraints on orderings of memory ac-
cesses are weaker than those guaranteed by sequential
consistency. Speci�cally, this paper determines the
possibility or impossibility of solving the critical sec-
tion problem and versions of the producer/consumer
problem on SPARC multiprocessors (with memory
models Total Store Order and Partial Store Order) as
well as on common weak memory models from the lit-
erature (Coherence, Pipelined-RAM, Goodman's pro-
cessor consistency) without using strong synchroniza-
tion operations.

Lamport's seminal work beginning in 1978 [21,
22, 24] seems to have launched investigations into
relaxations of sequential consistency. Since then
there has been substantial research on a large se-
lection of memory consistency models. Most closely
related to our research are several papers present-
ing formal descriptions of speci�c memory models
[22, 2, 1, 4, 5, 8, 14, 13, 16, 20, 27, 30] and papers
that present various formalisms for describing mem-
ories and reasoning about them [3, 6, 7, 4, 11, 15,
25, 26, 17, 29, 33]. Our work has bene�ted from all
of these papers. For an extensive bibliography on
memory consistency models see the online listing at
the University of Alberta (http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/
~rasit/dsmbiblio/node2.html).

Section 2 reviews a framework for de�ning mem-
ory consistency models, and then uses it to de�ne six
models: Sequential Consistency, Coherence, Pipelined
RAM, Processor Consistency, and the SPARC Total
Store Order and Partial Store Order models. Section
3 examines the ability of these models to support mu-
tual exclusion. Section 4 examines the ability of these
models to solve some producer/consumer problems.
Our contributions are summarized in Section 5.



2 Modelling Multiprocessor Memories
2.1 A framework for describing memory

Our goal is to precisely capture the impact of the
memory model of a multiprocessor system on the pos-
sible outcomes of computations of that system. Here
we briey overview our framework1 for specifying this
impact.

A multiprocessor system is modelled as a collection
of processes operating an a collection of shared data
objects. Informally, the program of each process issues
a stream of invocations to a collection of abstract ob-
jects and receives a collection of responses that, from
the process's point of view, are interleaved with its
stream of invocations. We do not specify how the ob-
jects are implemented, how the communication pro-
ceeds or how the invocations are serviced. Instead we
precisely de�ne the constraints that the memory sys-
tem imposes on the responses observed by each process.
This is achieved by formalizing objects, processes, ex-
ecutions and the constraints on these executions.

One way to de�ne a data object is to describe the
object's initial state, the operations that can be ap-
plied to the object and the change of state that re-
sults from each applicable operation. As observed by
Herlighy and Wing [17], it su�ces to de�ne a data
object to be the set of all sequence of allowable opera-
tions together with their results, as follows. An action
is a 4-tuple (op, obj, in, out) where \op" is an opera-
tion, \obj" is an object name, and \in" and \out" are
sequences of parameters. The action (op, obj, in, out)
means that the operation \op" with input parameters
\in" is applied to the object \obj" yielding the output
parameters \out". A (data) object is speci�ed by a set
of sequences of actions. A sequence of actions is valid
for object x if and only if it is in the speci�cation of
x. For example, we specify a shared atomic read-write
register by the set of all sequences (o1; o2; :::) such that
1) each oi is either a read action, denoted by a four-
tuple (R; x; �; (vi))

2, that returns a value vi of register
x, or a write action, denoted (W;x; (vi); �), that as-
signs a value vi to register x, and 2) for every read
action, the value returned is the same as the value
written by the most recent preceding write action in
the sequence.

An action (op, obj, in, out) can be decomposed into
two matching components, namely (op, obj, in) and
(op, obj, out). The component (op, obj, in) is called
the action-invocation and (op, obj, out) is the match-
ing action-response. An event is either an action-
invocation or an action-response. Let (e1; e2; :::) be
a sequence of events. Then event ej follows event ei
if and only if i < j and event ej immediately follows
event ei if and only if i = j � 1.

A process is a sequence of action-invocations.
A (multiprocess) system, (P; J), is a collection P of

processes and a collection J of objects, such that for
every process p 2 P the action-invocations of p are
applied to objects in J .

A process execution is a (possibly in�nite) sequence

1the complete framework appears in [18].
2� denotes the empty sequence.

of events, such that each response event follows its
matching invocation event. A (multiprocess) system
execution for a system (P; J), is a collection of process
executions, one for each p 2 P .

Note that an action invocation applied to an object
may not produce an explicit output. (For example,
an atomic write of a register by a process may not be
followed by an acknowledgment of that write and thus
the output component of the write action is empty.)
We assume however, that in a process execution, each
invocation event is followed by a matching response
event by augmenting the stream of response events
with implicit acknowledgement events for each invo-
cation that does not have an explicit response. We
place these implicit responses immediately following
the matching invocation, thus reecting the semantics
of the process | that the invocation is assumed to be
immediately executed.

A system execution gives rise to a set of actions
| namely the set of actions that result from combin-
ing each action-invocation with its matching action-
response.

Let (P; J) be a multiprocess system, and O be the
set of actions that result from an execution of this
system. Ojp denotes the set of actions o 2 O such
that invoc(o) is in the sequence of action-invocations
that de�nes p in P . Ojx is the set of actions that are
applied to object x in J .

We de�ne a partial order3 (O;
prog
�!) called program

order on the actions of a system. Let o1 and o2 be
actions in Ojp for some p 2 P . Then o1 program-

precedes o2, denoted o1
prog
�!o2, if and only if invoc(o2)

follows invoc(o1) in the de�nition of p. Observe that
for each process p 2 P , the program order is a total
order on Ojp.

For the de�nition of some memory consistency
models it is necessary to distinguish the actions that
change (write) a shared object from those that only
inspect (read) a shared object. Let Ow be that sub-
set of O consisting of those actions in O that update a
shared object. There are also some consistency models
that provide other synchronization operations. Their
corresponding actions are de�ned when needed.

Given any set of actions O on a set of objects J , a
linearization of O is a linear order4 (O;<L) such that
for each object x 2 J , the subsequence (Ojx;<L) of
(O;<L), which contains only the actions on x, is valid
for x.

In the following sections, we de�ne various consis-
tency conditions by stating restrictions on executions.
An execution E meets some consistency condition C
if the execution meets all the conditions of C. A sys-
tem provides memory consistency C if every execution
that can arise from the system meets the consistency
condition C.

3A partial order is a antisymmetric, transitive relation on a

set. We denote a partial order by a pair (S;R) where S is a set

and R � S�S. The notation s1Rs2 means (s1; s2) 2 R. When

the set S is understood, R denotes the partial order. If S0 � S

then (S0; R) denotes the relation (S0; R \ (S0 � S0)).
4A linear order is an irreexive partial order (S;R) such that

8x; y 2 S x 6= y, either xRy or yRx.
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2.2 Memory Model De�nitions

In earlier work we de�ned several memory consis-
tency models using the framework just described [18]
and showed that these de�nitions do unambiguously
capture the (sometimes less precise) informal descrip-
tions of these models [19]. Here we repeat the de�ni-
tions (without justi�cation) of the six models investi-
gated in this paper [22, 16, 27, 34].

Let O be the set of actions that results from the
execution E of the multiprocess system (P; J).
Execution E is sequentially consistent if there is a lin-

earization (O;<L) such that (O;
prog
�!) � (O;<L).

Execution E is coherent if for each object x 2
J there is some linearization (Ojx;<Lx) satisfying

(Ojx;
prog
�!) � (Ojx;<Lx).

Execution E is Pipelined-RAM, abbreviated P-RAM,
if for each process p 2 P there is a linearization (Ojp[

Ow; <Lp) satisfying (Ojp[Ow ;
prog
�!) � (Ojp[Ow ; <Lp).

Execution E is Processor Consistent according to
Goodman, abbreviated PCG, if for each process p 2 P
there is a linearization (Ojp [Ow; <Lp) satisfying

1. (Ojp [ Ow;
prog
�!) � (Ojp [ Ow; <Lp), and

2. 8q 2 P (Ow \ Ojx;<Lp) = (Ow \ Ojx;<Lq )

In the following, (A]B) denotes the disjoint union
of sets A and B, and if x 2 A\B then the copy of x in
A is denoted xA and the copy of x in B is denoted xB .
Let Oa denote the set of swap atomic actions and Osb

denote the set of store barrier actions provided by the
SPARC architecture. Let Or denote the set of actions
with read semantics. Then, Ow \ Or = Oa.
Execution E satis�es Total Store Ordering, abbrevi-

ated TSO, if there exists a total order (Ow ;
writes
�! ) such

that (Ow;
prog
�!) � (Ow ;

writes
�! ) and 8p 2 P there exists

a total order (Ojp ] Ow;
mergep
�! ), satisfying:

1. (Ojp;
prog
�!) = (Ojp;

mergep
�! ), and

2. (Ow;
writes
�! ) = (Ow;

mergep
�! ), and

3. if w 2 (Ojp \ Ow) (i.e. necessarily, a write by p)

then wOjp

mergep
�! wOw

, and

4. ((Ojp]Ow)n(Oinvisiblep [Omemwritesp );
mergep
�! ) is

a linearization, where
Oinvisiblep = fw j w is a write by q 6= p to x ^

9w0 2 Ojx \ Ojp \ Ow ^w0

Ojp

mergep
�! w

mergep
�! w0

Ow
g

Omemwritesp = fwOw
j w 2 Ojp \ Owg, and

5. if w 2 (Ojp\Ow) and a 2 (Ojp\Oa) and w
prog
�!a,

then wOw

mergep
�! a.

Execution E satis�es Partial Store Ordering, abbre-

viated PSO, if there exists a total order (Ow ;
writes
�! )

such that 8x, (Ow \ Ojx;
prog
�!) � (Ow \ Ojx;

writes
�! )

and 8p 2 P there is a total order (Ojp ] Ow;
mergep
�! ),

satisfying items 1 through 4 of TSO and (5) if sb 2

(Ojp \Osb) and w, u 2 (Ojp \Ow) and w
prog
�! sb and

sb
prog
�! u, then wOw

mergep
�! uOw

.

3 Critical Section Problem
In the critical section problem (CSP), a set of pro-

cesses coordinate to share a resource. We investigate
minimum requirements for memory models to be able
to provide a solution to CSP without the use of strong
synchronization primitives.

We assume each process has the following structure:

repeat

<remainder>
<entry>
<critical section>
<exit>

until false

Given the multiprocess system (P; J), a solution to
the critical section problem must satisfy the following
properties:

� Mutual Exclusion: At any time there is at most
one p 2 P in its <critical section>.

� Progress: If at least on process is in <entry>,
then eventually one will be in <critical section>.

� Fairness: If p 2 P is in <entry>, then p will
eventually be in <critical section>.

Now, we turn to some impossibilities concerning
CSP. First, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 A P-RAM system (P; J) with only
single-writer objects is PCG.

Proof: Let <p be a linearization for p 2 P of
(Ojp [ Ow) that is guaranteed by P-RAM. Similarly,
let <q be a linearization for q 2 P over (Ojq [ Ow).
Since, for any object x 2 J , there is only one processor
say r that writes to x, and both <p and <q have all
these writes to x in the program order of r, the order
of the writes to x in <p is the same as the order of the
writes to x in <q. Therefore, the de�nition of PCG is
satis�ed.

We will use partial executions Ex1, Ex2, and Ex3
de�ned as follows.

Ex1

�
p : o

p
1; o

p
2; :::; o

p
k (p in < critical section >)

q : �

where � denotes the empty sequence and o
p
i denotes

the ith operation of p.

Ex2

�
p : �
q : o

q
1; o

q
2; :::; o

q
l (q in < critical section >)

Ex3

�
p : o

p
1; o

p
2; :::; o

p
k (p in < critical section >)

q : o
q
1; o

q
2; :::; o

q
l (q in < critical section >)
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Claim 3.2 There is no algorithm even for two pro-
cesses that solves CSP in any of the following systems:

1. a PCG system with only single-writer objects.

2. a system that is only P-RAM and Coherent but
not PCG5.

3. a TSO system without the use of swap-atomic in-
structions, or a PSO system without the use of
store-barrier instructions.

4. a sequentially consistent system with one shared
object.

Note: Claim 3.2(4) was previously proved by Burns
and Lynch [9].

Proof: For any of these systems (fp; qg; J), assume
for the sake of contradiction that there is a mutual
exclusion algorithm A that solves CSP. If A runs with
p in < entry > and with q staying in < remainder >
then the Progress property ensures that we must get
an execution of the form of Ex1. Similarly, if A runs
with q in < entry > and without p participating, we
must get an execution of the form of Ex2. We then use
the existence of executions Ex1 and Ex2 to build an
execution of the form of Ex3 and show that it satis�es
the de�nition of each one of these systems. Hence Ex3
is a possible execution of A. However, in Ex3 both
p and q are in their critical sections simultaneously,
contradicting the requirement that A satis�es Mutual
Exclusion.

1. Let (o
p
1; :::; o

p
k)((o

q
1; :::; o

q
l )jw) be a total order of

(Ojp [ Ow) and let (o
q
1; :::; o

q
l )((o

p
1; :::; o

p
k)jw) be a

total order of (Ojq [ Ow). Clearly each preserves
prog
�!. Also, each is a linearization because the �rst
part corresponds to a possible execution, and the
second part contains only writes. Therefore, Ex3
is P-RAM. However, by Lemma 3.1, Ex3 is also
PCG if it uses only single-writer objects.

2. As shown in item 1, Ex3 is P-RAM. To prove that
Ex3 is Coherent, let opj be the �rst write to object

x by p. Then,
(o
p
1; :::; o

p
j�1)jx (o

q
1; :::; o

q
l )jx (o

p
j ; :::; o

p
k)jx is a total

order on Ojx that clearly preserves
prog
�!. Each

of the segments (o
p
1; :::; o

p
j�1)jx, (o

p
j ; :::; o

p
k)jx and

(o
q
1; :::; o

q
l )jx occur in a possible execution; the

�rst two are concatenated before there has been
any write to x and the �rst operation of the last
segment is a write to x which obliterate any pre-
vious change to x by q. Therefore the sequence
is a linearization of Ojx, showing that Ex3 is Co-
herent.

3. To see that Ex3 satis�es TSO, we imagine a sit-
uation where p and q enter their critical sec-
tions before the contents of their write-bu�ers

5A system that is both P-RAM and Coherent is not neces-

sarily PCG[18].

are committed to main memory. Speci�cally,

let (Ow;
writes
�! ) be (o

p
1; :::; o

p
k; o

q
1; :::; o

q
l )jw which

clearly preserves
prog
�!. Let

mergep
�! be o

p
1; :::; o

p
k;

(o
p
1; :::; o

p
k; o

q
1; :::; o

q
l )jw, and

mergeq
�! be o

q
1; :::; o

q
l ;

(o
p
1; :::; o

p
k; o

q
1; :::; o

q
l )jw, Conditions 1, 2, 3, and

5 of TSO are obviously satis�ed. Condition 4,
follows because, for p, ((Ojp ] Ow)n(Oinvisiblep [

Omemwritesp) = o
p
1; :::; o

p
k which is clearly a lin-

earization since it is Ex1, and similarly for q.

4. Let x be the one shared object and let o
p
j be the

�rst write to x by p, if any. Then the sequence
(o
p
k; :::; o

p
j�1)(o

q
1; :::; o

q
l )(o

p
j ; :::; o

p
j ; :::; o

p
k) is a total

order on O which preserves
prog
�!. By a similar

argument to that in item 2, this sequence, when
restricted to operations on x, is a linearization.
However, there are no other shared objects, hence
the whole sequence is a linearization. Thus Ex3 is
Sequentially Consistent if there is only one shared
object.

Observe that none of the arguments in Claim 3.2
depends on the Fairness property, so the systems listed
there cannot solve CSP even without fairness. A sec-
ond observation follows after recalling that Peterson's
Algorithm [31], which uses multi-writer registers, is a
correct solution for the CSP even for PCG [4]. How-
ever, Claim 3.2(1) establishes that CSP is impossible
in PCG with single-writer objects.

Corollary 3.3 In a PCG system, multi-writer objects
cannot be implemented from single-writer objects.

4 Producer/Consumer Problem
Producer/Consumer [10] objects are frequently

used for process coordination. The producer is a pro-
cess that produces items and places them in a shared
structure. A consumer is a process which removes
these items from the structure. We distinguish two
structures whose solution requirements vary: the set
structure where the order of consumption is insignif-
icant, and the queue structure where items are con-
sumed in the same order as that in which they were
produced.

Producers and consumers are assumed to have the
following form:

repeat

<entry>
<producing> (or <consuming>)
<exit>

until false

We denote the producer/consumer queue problem
as PmCn-queue where m and n are respectively the
number of producer and consumer processes. Simi-
larly the producer/consumer set problem is denoted
PmCn-set.

A solution to PmCn-set must satisfy the following:
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� Safety: Every produced item is eventually con-
sumed exactly once, and every consumed item is
a produced item.

� Progress: Any producer in <entry> will even-
tually be in <producing> and then subsequently
in <exit>. Any consumer in <entry> will even-
tually be in <consuming> then subsequently in
<exit> unless the set is empty.

A solution to PmCn-queue must satisfy Safety and
Progress plus the following property:

� Ordered Consumption: consumers consume
items in the same order as that in which the items
were produced.

Claim 4.1 There is an algorithm that solves P1C1-
queue in the following systems:

1. a system that is only Coherent.

2. a system that is only P-RAM.

Proof: We show that the algorithm in Figure 1 is
correct.

1. A Coherent system:
Safety : line (1) is the producer's only write to
global memory. By coherence, this global write
can not be committed to main memory unless
\queue[in] = ?" since these two operations are
to the same object. Therefore, program order is
preserved. By a similar argument, we can show
that the consumer can not consume an unpro-
duced item.

progress: the writes in lines (1) and (3) will even-
tually reach the global memory and this will pre-
vent lock-outs.

Ordered Consumption: By coherence, two in-
stances of line (1) may reach the global memory
out of order only if they are to two di�erent lo-
cations (di�erent queue cells). However, the con-
sumer will not consume items out of order because
it is only required to consume the cell pointed to
by \out".

2. A P-RAM system:
Safety: the write of line (1) can not be committed
to global memory unless \queue[in] = ?" because

P-RAM requires
prog
�! to be maintained per pro-

cess. By a similar argument, the consumer can
not consume an unproduced item.

progress: as in coherence.

Ordered Consumption: The order of consumption
follows that of production because P-RAM re-
quires the consumer to see all the writes in the

system in an order which adheres to
prog
�!.

Although CSP cannot be solved in several weak
memory systems (Claim 3.2), P1C1-queue can be
solved in many of these systems.

Corollary 4.2 There is an algorithm that solves
P1C1-queue in a PCG system with only single-writer
objects.

Proof: Since PCG systems are both coherent and
P-RAM, the corollary follows from Claim 4.1.

Corollary 4.3 There is an algorithm that solves
P1C1-queue in a TSO system even without the use
of swap-atomic instructions, or a PSO system even
without the use of store-barrier instructions.

Proof: TSO and PSO systems are coherent [19].
Therefore the corollary follows from Claim 4.1.

We have now seen weak memory systems for which
CSP cannot be solved, but P1C1-queue (and hence
P1C1-set) can be. We now investigate more general
producer-consumer problems for weak systems.

Claim 4.4 There is no solution for P1Cn-queue or
PmC1-queue ,even for n = 2 or m = 2, in any of the
following systems:

1. a PCG system with only single-writer objects.

2. a system that is only P-RAM and Coherent but
not PCG.

3. a TSO system without the use of swap-atomic in-
structions, or a PSO system without the use of
store-barrier instructions.

4. a sequentially consistent system with one shared
object.

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Claim 3.2.
P1Cn-queue:
Suppose there is a solution to P1Cn-queue for some
system, with producer p and two consumers c and d.
Consider Ex4 where p places item � in the queue and
quits, then c removes item � while d is idle:

Ex4

(
p : o

p
1; o

p
2; :::; o

p
k (p has produced item �:)

c : oc1; o
c
2; :::; o

c
l (c has consumed item �:)

d : �

By Progress, this execution must be possible in the
system. Similarly the following execution is also pos-
sible in the system:

Ex5

(
p : o

p
1; o

p
2; :::; o

p
k (p has produced item �:)

c : �
d : od1; o

d
2; :::; o

d
j (d has consumed item �:)

Notice that the sequence for p is identical in both
Ex4 and Ex5, and that p completes this sequence be-
fore c or d begin.

For each of the systems listed above, we will show
that if Ex4 and 5 are possible then so is the execution:

Ex6

8<
:

p : o
p
1; o

p
2; :::; o

p
k (p has produced item �:)

c : oc1; o
c
2; :::; o

c
l (c has consumed item �:)

d : od1; o
d
2; :::; o

d
j (d has consumed item �:)

5



shared var: queue: array[0::n � 1] of item (initialized to ?)

| the producer
var

in : 0::n � 1
ip : item

in  0
repeat

< entry >
if queue[in] = ? then

< producing >
... produce ip
queue[in]  ip (1)

< exit >
in  in + 1 mod n

�
until false

| the consumer
var

out : 0::n � 1
ic : item

out  0
repeat

< entry >
if queue[out] 6= ? then

< consuming >
ic  queue[out] (2)

< exit >
queue[out]  ? (3)
out  out + 1 mod n

�
until false

Figure 1: P1C1-queue Algorithm

However, in Ex6 both c and d have consumed
the same item, contradicting the Safety requirement.
Thus we can conclude that a solution to P1Cn-queue
is impossible in that system.

1. Let o
p
1; :::; o

p
k; (o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
l )jw be a total or-

der of (Ojp [ Ow) and let (o
p
1; :::; o

p
k)jw ; o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ;

(od1; :::; o
d
l )jw be a total order of (Ojc [ Ow), and

let (o
p
1; :::; o

p
k)jw; o

d
1; :::; o

d
l ; (o

c
1; :::; o

c
l )jw be a to-

tal order of (Ojd [ Ow). Clearly each preserves
prog
�!. Also, each is a linearization because each
processor behaves exactly as it did in Ex4 (or
Ex5) where it acted alone and is followed by a
segment containing only writes. Therefore, Ex6
is P-RAM. However, by Lemma 3.1, Ex6 is also
PCG if it uses only single-writer objects.

2. As shown in item 1, Ex6 is P-RAM. To prove that
Ex6 is Coherent, let ocm be the �rst write to ob-
ject x by c. Then,
(o
p
1; :::; o

p
k; o

c
1; :::; o

c
m�1; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j ; o

c
m; :::; o

c
l )jx is a

total order on Ojx that clearly preserves
prog
�!.

Each of the seqments (o
p
1; :::; o

p
k ; o

c
1; :::; o

c
m�1)jx,

and (ocm; :::; o
c
l )jx and (od1; :::; o

d
j )jx occur in a pos-

sible execution; the �rst two are concatenated be-
fore there has been any write to x by c so that
the computation of d on x is unchanged from Ex5.
The last segment begins with a write to x which
obliterate any previous change to x by d so that
the computation of c on x is unchanged from Ex4.
Therefore the sequence is a linearization of Ojx,
showing that Ex6 is Coherent.

3. To see that Ex6 satis�es TSO, we imagine
a situation where p completes its computa-
tion and its write-bu�er is emptied �rst, then

both c and d consume item � before the con-
tents of their write-bu�ers are committed to

main memory. Speci�cally, let (Ow ;
writes
�! ) be

(o
p
1; :::; o

p
k; o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j )jw which clearly pre-

serves
prog
�!. Let

mergep
�! be o

p
1; :::; o

p
k; (o

p
1; :::; o

p
k;

oc1; :::; o
c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j )jw , and

mergec
�! be (o

p
1; :::; o

p
k)jw;

oc1; :::; o
c
l ; (oc1; :::; o

c
l ; od1; :::; o

d
j )jw, and

merged
�!

be (o
p
1; :::; o

p
k)jw ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j ; (o

c
1; :::; o

c
l ; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j )jw.

Conditions 1, 2, 3, and 5 of TSO are obviously sat-
is�ed. Condition 4 follows by an argument similar
to that in Claim 3.2 (3).

4. Let x be the one shared object and let ocm be the
�rst write to x by c, if any. Then the sequence
(o
p
k; :::; o

p
k; o

c
1; :::; o

c
m�1; o

d
1; :::; o

d
j ; o

c
m; :::; o

c
l ) is a to-

tal order on O which preserves
prog
�!. By a similar

argument to that in item 2, this sequence, when
restricted to operations on x, is a linearization.
However, there are no other shared objects, hence
the whole sequence is a linearization. Thus Ex6 is
Sequentially Consistent if there is only one shared
object.

PmC1-queue:
The proof for the impossibility of this problem is very
similar to that for P1Cn-queue.

Note that any system that can solve mutual ex-
clusion can solve PmCn-queue as well. This can be
achieved by simply protecting the queue structure in
a critical section so that it is accessed by only one pro-
cess at a time. Since a PCG system can solve CSP,
Claim 4.4(2) is as strong as possible.
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Table 1: Summary of Possibilities/Impossibilities

CSP P1C1-queue P1Cn-queue PmC1-queue PmCn-queue PmCn-set

TSO or PSO no yes no no no yes
with basic objects

P-RAM & Coherent no yes no no no yes
but not PCG

PCG no yes no no no yes
with only single-writers

PCG yes yes yes yes yes yes
with multi-writers [4]

sequential consistency yes yes yes yes yes yes

sequential consistency no [9] yes no no no no
with only one shared variable

Corollary 4.5 There is no algorithm that solves
PmCn-queue in any of the systems of Claim 4.4 for
m+ n � 3.

This corollary contrasts strongly with the pro-
ducer/consumer set problem.

Claim 4.6 There is an algorithm that solves PmCn-
set in a system that is only Coherent or P-RAM.

Proof: (Sketch) Since we can solve P1C1-queue
in these systems, P1Cn-set can be solved by associ-
ating a separate queue with each consumer. The pro-
ducer inserts its items into these queues using any dis-
cipline, say round-robin. The correctness argument is
straightforward. Similarly, PmC1-set can be solved by
associating queues to producers. To solve the gen-
eral PmCn-set we combine these two solutions. If
m � n let consumer ci consume from producers pik
for ik � n, and similarly for n � m.

Corollary 4.7 There is an algorithm that solves
PmCn-set for each of the systems listed in Claim 4.4.

Proof: Each such system is either Coherent or
P-RAM. So, Claim 4.6 applies.

5 Conclusion
Sequential consistency is an easy and intuitive

memory consistency model to adopt. In fact, sequen-
tial consistency has usually been assumed for work
in analysis of distributed algorithms. However, cur-
rent and proposed multiprocessor machines implement
weaker models than sequential consistency in order
to enhance performance. In this paper, we have
revisited the critical section problem and the pro-
ducer/consumer problem in the context of weak mem-
ory systems | systems that are not sequentially con-
sistent.

Table 1 summarizes our impossibility and possibil-
ity results. We have shown that several weak mem-
ory systems cannot support a solution to the critical
section problem without additional synchronization or
powerful instructions. These systems include coher-
ence, P-RAM, TSO, and PSO systems. In spite of

this, we have shown that certain versions of the pro-
ducer/consumer problem can be solved without any
additional synchronization. In particular, even the
weakest memory models (coherence and P-RAM) can
support a solution to the producer/consumer queue
problem for two processes | a single producer and
a single consumer. Moreover, they can support a so-
lution for any number of processes if we remove the
requirement of processing the queue in order.

Weak system architectures provide additional pow-
erful synchronization instructions. These instructions
are expensive; it is useful to identify ways to avoid us-
ing these primitives and incurring the corresponding
performance degradation.
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